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ABSTRACT
The paper details the computational methods used at LPL to convert raw measures on lunar photographs into rectangular

coordinates that are free of refraction.

I. Introduction

T'his paper describes the computational methods*used at LPL for the reduction of measurements
for position on single lunar photographs. The princi
pal purpose of these reductions is the determination
of refraction-free photographic coordinates. The re
ductions also determine the selenographic positions
of the observed points, or rather, the line-of-sight
projections of these points on the mean lunar spheri
cal datum.

To simplify the discussion, all description of the
initial reductions of the photographic coordinates is
omitted since this may vary considerably according
to the measuring techniques. Instead, these initial
reductions will be described in connection with each
photograph.

It is assumed that a number of points are avail
able whose selenodetic coordinates are known. At
present there is some choice, since lists of such points
have been published by G. Schrutka-Rechtenstamm
(1958), by the Aeronautical Chart and Information

*These methods are described in a general way in Chap
ter 2, The Moon, Meteorites and Comets, eds. B. M. Middle-
hurst and G. P. Kuiper, 1963.

Center of the U.S. Air Force (1965), and by the
U.S. Army Map Service (1964). The Schrutka work
is the most fundamental of these, and despite some
defects in the materials and in their processing I have
selected this list to control the LPL reductions.

The notation used in this paper is listed as fol
lows:

(£> % 0 = standard selenodetic direction-
cosines;

{E, F, G) = selenodetic rectangular coordi
nates in units of the moon's mean
radius;

(x, y) = photographic coordinates in milli
meters. These are affected by
errors of refraction.

(/', b') = moon's topocentric librations, or
selenographic longitude and lati
tude of telescope at exposure;

(a, 8) = geocentric right ascension and
declination of moon at exposure;

(a', 8') = topocentric right ascension and
declination of moon at exposure;

H = geocentric hour angle of moon;
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